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Sony to launch 3D TVs next year: report

TOKYO (Reuters) - Sony Corp plans to
Most Popular on
launch 3D TVs next year in a move to
ECNmag.com:
spur sales amid slowing growth in flat TV
demand, the Financial Times said.
Where Have You
Sony CEO Howard Stringer will announce
Gone, Bell Labs?
the 3D TV launch as well as plans to
[1]
make its Vaio PCs, PlayStation 3 game
Incandescent
machines and Blu-ray players compatible
Bulbs Hoarded
with the technology at the IFA electronics
Ahead of EU Ban
trade show in Berlin on Wednesday, the
[2]
FT said.
TiVo Sues Over
DVR Patents [3]
The newspaper said Stringer is expected
Tennis Players
to tell the audience: "As with high
Encouraged to
definition a few years back, there are a
Watch what they
variety of issues yet to be addressed. But
Tweet [4]
the 3D train is on the track, and we at
Molecular
Sony are ready to drive it home."
Sandwich May
Miniaturize
Sony said the company plans to hold a
Electronics [5]
news conference at the IFA at 1500 GMT
Problem Cancels
and that it may update progress on its 3D
Moon Rocket Test
TV development there, but declined to
Firing in Utah
comment on the timing of any 3D TV
[6]
launch.
Nokia Breaks into
Banking [7]
Shares in Sony, the world's second$300 Million
largest LCD TV maker behind Samsung
Earmarked from
Electronics Co Ltd, were down 3.2 percent
Stimulus Bill for
at 2,440 yen, underperforming the Tokyo
Alternative
stock market's electrical machinery index,
Energies [8]
which lost 2.5 percent.
FCC inquiries
could spawn new
(Reporting by Kiyoshi Takenaka; Editing
wireless
by Edwina Gibbs)
regulations [9]
Motion Control
Device Adds
Pizzazz to Web
Surfing [10]
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